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The tourism industry has become one of the major driving forces of the world's
economy, yielding billions of dollars in revenue and over 600 million travelers worldwide.
For many countries it is not only one of the most important foreign currency
generators but also the most important employment source and wealth support being a
significant component of the GPD. Some of these countries considered underdeveloped or
trying to turn-around their economies after wars or natural disasters, confronted a
significant issue of survival when prices of traditional exportations (mainly agricultural)
started to drop in the 70's. It was necessary to install a new paradigm of sustainability.
Tourism appeared to be the answer and the industry developed at a fast pace. After
30 years, their economies have shifted from an agricultural base to a service one, strongly
linked to the stability and growth of the tourism industry, encompassing the hotels,
foodservice and travel trade.
The Caribbean is one of these areas that was most impacted. Tourism has become
the major economic activity and the region is well known worldwide as a destination for
sun, sea and sand tourism.
Only in 1999, 30 million visitors enjoyed the warmth of the tropics and its people.
With more than 17,800 million in revenue (1998 CTO's statistics), tourism bloomed all
over the region promising a bright future.
At the same time, competition among resort destinations increased and became
more aggressive. Marketing issues had been addressed throughout the region and regional
organizations, such as the Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO), are working towards
the sustainable development of the industry.
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From this macroeconomic view, nothing seems to be wrong. Tourists and revenue,
as well as new rooms developments, are increasing year after year, accounting for 232,848
rooms in 1998, plus cruise berths.
But from a microeconomic perspective, not all of the Caribbean - or from other
regions- are doing so well. Some destinations are confronting demand stagnation and a shift
of their customer base towards a more price-sensitive one. In this mature market, some
destinations are just opening up, like Cuba. This raises the question about the sustainability
of the growth of the industry. Some signs are around bringing concern to the industry.
Let's take the case of the Dominican Republic, leader in the region in relation to
number of staying visitors. With almost 2,6 million tourists per year and total revenue of
2,5 billion dollars in 1999, the average rate per day per guest for an all inclusive package
(includes room, all meals and beverages and activities) dropped from U$ 120 in 1979 to U$
29 in 1999. This trend continued the last two years and last season some hotels offered rates
under U$ 20 for tourist wholesalers.
What brings more attention to the problem is that it is not the case of the DR only.
The International Hotel and Restaurant Association expressed its concern by organizing
think tank sessions with industry's leaders all over the world. Some of the conclusions were
that there is a trend towards undifferentiation in the industry, a sameness wave that is
changing the rules of hospitality marketing and brings up a sign of attention to hospitality
managers about its priorities. The question to address is why customers are just buying only
on the base ofprice?
Apparently, hotels have lost their ability to differentiate from each other. Aggressive
cost-cutting policies and organizational downsizing have eroded the quality of the product
and created a tour-wholesaler dependency for filling the rooms. A shift of negotiating
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power has occurred, in benefit of the intermediaries. Hotels are not selling themselves
anymore. They are just getting their business from the distribution channel and must accept
its conditions season after season. Depending on the maximization of occupancy rates for
making a profit, they accept declining rates, facing the fear that the wholesalers can shift
their business to other destinations quite easily.
In conclusion, the hotel service has become a commodity, traded on a price/quantity
relationship. No branding, no customer loyalty, low prices.
Even though this effect has been observed most in America and the Caribbean
rather than in Europe, how long would it take to affect the industry as a whole? Is it an
unstoppable trend? Is there anything that can be done to prevent it or de-commoditize a
hotel?
These are some of the questions that need to be answered. This research addresses
the problem from the hotelier standpoint. What can a hospitality manager do? What is the
process to de-commoditize the hotel? How to prevent it?
The objective is to identify which are the common steps in order to
"map"
a de-
commoditization process. Within the theoretical framework provided by B. Joseph Pine II
and James H. Gilmore in their Experience Economy book, the applicability to the
hospitality industry in particular, and the Service industry in general, will be assessed,
setting the groundwork for the
development of a tool that will help organizations to
strengthen their competitive position, bringing a better future to the industry as a whole.
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Chapter two Literature Review
Introduction
This review includes topics concerning concepts of strategic differentiation and
marketing in the age of information. Concepts such as corporate identity, brand
management, customer value and customer loyalty are explored in view of the new context,
as well as the impact of the IT on the staging of a unique experience. Finally, all these are
analyzed through the lenses of the overall corporate strategy as a way of finding out how it
is influenced by the commoditization process.
Strategic differentiation
As one of the three generic business strategies, looking for a point of differentiation
has been a discussion topic for a long time. As customers become more aware of automated
global distribution systems, like the ones that are on-line through the Internet, this issue has
became one of survival. The problem is that many automated reservation systems use
tangible factors such as price, brand or location as distinguishable attributes as part of their






In an effort to obtain economies of scale and maximize distribution, hotels have
become more alike, with similar price ranges and easy-to-copy competitive advantages.
Instead of becoming a unique and differentiated choice, they have become
undistinguishable, traded by price and volume.
While hoteliers have traditionally based their differentiation strategy on traditional
features like price, location and availability, there is a sense that this does not work
anymore. Connolly, Olsen and Moore (1998) expressed in their article
"
The Internet as a
Distribution
Channel"
that: "... differentiation on price, brand, and location are no longer
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enough in a world where consumers are at the same time seeking value and more intimate
relationships with service providers..."1, and continue,
"
...as lodging products become
more commodity-like in nature, hoteliers must ask themselves how thev will differentiate
themselves from their competitors. . 2.
Here lie some fundamental questions for this study: Should hotels still be
considered as a "lodging product"! Couldn't this be the cause for considering hotels as
commodities? In what business are we now? Is the problem about finding new points of
differentiation or how do we define what we are? These are the kind of issues to be
addressed and discussed in this research.
While differentiation means "... offering customers something they value that
competitors don't
have..."
(McMillan and McGrath, 1997)3, the mistake has been to focus
only on tangible factors, instead of on the emotional
appeal4
of the hospitality product, as
the only means of creating value for the customer. The result: more
price-sensitive
customers that shop around looking for the best deals.
When a product or service becomes undifferentiated and interchangeable, we say
that it has become a
"commodity"
and commoditization is the
"
process whereby a product
becomes undifferentiated and interchangeable". (Connolly, Olsen and Allegro, 2000)5.
This is called "The commoditization
trap"
and it is out there.
'








Ian C. MacMillan and Rita GuntherMcGrath, Discovering new points of differentiation, Harvard Business
Review, July-August 1997
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Daniel J. Connolly, Michael D. Olsen, Sander Allegro;
IH&RA's report on The Hospitality Industry and the
digital economy, February 2000.
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To determine if the hotel is caught in the trap, the hotel manager should ask himself
the following questions;
1 . Is my hotel perceived by the market as fungible (then you are undifferentiated)
2. Is it commercialized in a nameless market only by price?
3 . Are you marketing your hotel based on tangible features?
4. Do sales rely mostly on global distribution systems, either electronic or not?
5. Does the distribution channel determine fares subjected to variations in supply and
demand?
6. Is the distribution channel imposing its marketing conditions?
7. In the short term, does the total cost of the room bear no relationship with its price6?
If the answer is
"yes"
to most of these questions, chances are that the business is right
there, stuck in the commoditization trap.
This happens "...whenever an organization fails to fully recognize the distinctions
between higher-value offering and pure
commodities..."
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999). As a
final result, differentiation disappears, profit margins fall and customers buy on the basis of
price.7
The IH&RA's report quoted gives us a glimpse ofwhat should be done to escape from
the commoditization trap. It explains that it is no longer enough to consistently deliver a
perfect match between your product or service and the customer's expectations. There is a
strong trend towards commoditization in the hospitality industry and this will not be
stopped until the industry reinvents itself as a provider of unique experiences rather than
supplying hotel accommodations competing on price.
6
B. Joseph Pine II, James H. Gilmore, The Experience Economy, Library ofCongress, 1999
7
B. Joseph Pine II, James H. Gilmore, The Experience Economy, Library ofCongress, 1999
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To avoid the threat of commoditization, hotels must develop inimitable differentiators
and know their customers intimately.
"
If the industry continues to see itself as a provider
of hotel accommodation competing on price, this trend will be
unstoppable."
(Connolly,
Olsen and Allegro, 2000).
Where is this commoditization trap most likely to occur?
Participants of the IH&RA's Technology Think Tank workshop (Connolly, Olsen
and Allegro, 2000) developed a four-celled matrix combining the customer's completeness
of information and knowledge on the company and the degree of consistency found in the


















Completeness of information & knowledge
Figure 1 The Commoditization Matrix
The higher commoditization-risk area is the upper-right quadrant, where a perfect
match between the brand promises and the experience is met (delivering as promised) and a
complete degree of information previous to the experience exists. In a few words, the
customers know what they were buying and they get what they expect. No surprises at all.
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When the product is a surprise, either bad or good, or you are not delivering at the
guest's expectations level, there is no risk of undifferentiation. There is zero risk of the
commoditization trap.
If your business philosophy is built upon the "conformance to
requirements"
concept and you are good at it, then there is a high risk of becoming commoditized.
Combined with price-reduction policies, low switching costs due to poor quality service or
disregard of customer's preference, it will jeopardize loyalty.
On the contrary, developing a culture based on innovation and creativity, long-term
customer relationships,
"business-in"
of employees (Peters, 1999) and a strong
commitment to wooing the customer, could be the best protection against this threat.
As Connolly, Olsen and Allegro (2000) said; "... To avoid the threat [of
commoditization] and subsequent effects of commoditization, firms must develop
inimitable and sustainable differentiators and know their customers: otherwise, they will
join the pack as just one of
many..."
Here is the challenge, and the question is which differentiators are nowadays, in the
age of information, inimitable and sustainable?
A time has come to look for a new business paradigm. One that will embrace
concepts such as the reinvention of the business, strategic and sustainable differentiation,
new ways of creating value and the development of customer ownership.
Re-inventing the business
The problem of determining the business we are in has been largely explained by many





8. He explained, thirty years, ago, that the lack of vision
is what keeps companies out of their possibilities. The failure is at the top level, as an
erroneous definition of the nature of the business. When this happens, an emphasis on the
product or service takes place and the customer's needs and wants are not taken into
consideration. The whole organization redirects its efforts towards providing the best
product and sales becomes the driving force of any organizational effort since the objective
is to convert the inventory into money as fast as possible, not to satisfy the customer's
needs to the utmost.
Later on, Drucker, Peters and Albrecht, to name a few, continued to develop the
idea and we see it now happening in the hospitality industry when it defines its business as
a "room provider". What is the business we are in? Accommodation? Shelter provider?
Where has all the flare of the hospitality industry gone?
The only way we can find an answer is by understanding customer logic. Guests are
now looking for more than just accommodation. Jonathan Tisch, president and CEO of
Loews Hotels, expressed in an interview with Hotel Magazine in January 2000 that "...
today's travelers are looking for more than just a place to sleep... they are looking for an
experience".
9
And what is an experience? Pine and Gilmore (1999) gave us their definition when
they said that a customer pays to spend time enjoying a series ofmemorable events that a
company stages to engage him in a personal, memorable way.
Theodore Levitt, MarketingMyopia, HBR)
9
JeffWeinstein, HotelsMagazine'sMillennium report, January 2000
10
B. Joseph Pine II, James H. Gilmore, The Experience Economy, Library ofCongress, 1999
11
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And the question would be, if guests are asking for an experience, why are hotels
still offering, and selling a "room"?
Here is the root of the commoditization trap. Is it a matter of distribution's
technology limitations? Business and marketing strategy? Or simple managerial dumbness?
Commoditized hotels focus their energy on coming up with the latest technology,
trendy amenities, stunning decoration... at the lowest cost... but they are not increasing
value for customers because they do all of this with the idea that having the best product at
the best price will be enough for attracting clients. What they have missed is that the
definition of value must come from the customer himself, not from the management. With
all the emphasis on marketing research and customer surveys, how can this happen?
And the answer is simple. Because, when the customer is the object of study, she/he
is usually studied with the idea of getting information for improving what exists, not to find
out what they would like to buy. This gives tons of information on how to do better what
we do, but not on what we can do that we don't.
As we can see, we have entered into one the most profound decisions of any
company. That which defines its own identity. A clear identity will allow the development
of a focused organization and will lead to an effective differentiation; therefore, its effective
management is necessary in the process of de-commoditization.
If you believe this, you are probably not in the "accommodation business", rather
than in the business of "staging a unique and memorable experience". This calls for





Identity means having a clear personality, being recognizable by some unique
characteristic, having a name. At a time when many companies are living an identity crisis,
the need to refocus the business is crucial. Karl Albrecht (1994) has explained this problem
in his book "The Northbound Train". He states that companies have to concentrate their
attention on a single business idea so as to establish a compelling direction that will
energize the organization towards success. This "focusing
concept"
will give everyone a
sense of who they are and what is their uniqueness. The lack of it will make managers be
immersed only in day-to-day problems, a loss of motivation since employees work without
a purpose and no personal commitment, and customer value "...is a hit-or-miss outcome of




should be the critical premise for being successful in the
market, identified for each segment served. This critical success premise must be ingrained
in the whole company, starting from the top and dramatized by leaders. (Albrecht, 1994).
Only in this case will it provide a sense of purpose and direction and have a motivational
effect.
With this clarity of mind, everybody
will understand why they work and what is
their role in the big picture. A strategic intent, as explained by C.K. Prahalad and Gary
Hamel12
(1989) visualizes the desired leadership position and establishes
what needs to be
done. It embraces a culture of participation that increases the feeling that everybody is in
the same team, the winning team.
11
Karl Albrecht, "The Northbound Train", AMACOM,
1994
12




If such clarity is not found at the top level of the organization, then it will drift
without direction and employees will work only for money, showing no commitment.
"
A
mind set of control, caution and scarcity leads to cost-obsessed management and
consequently an impoverished customer value package that says figuratively we are
nothing special. The vicious cycle of price competition conditions both customers and
competitors to abandon all focus on total value and settle for price as the lowest common





It is clear that the lack of a "focusing concept", an organizational-wide driving
force, is also at the root of the commoditization process. In order to prevent the
commoditization trap, companies need a unique and clear identity that provides this sense
of purpose and direction. We are talking about a vision, mission and values, the foundation
of any corporate culture.
How can we define what corporate culture is? There is at least one definition in
every business textbook, but Patrick Montana (1987) provides the one that best fits this
study in his book Management. For him, corporate culture is
"
the sum total of values.
customs, traditions and meanings that make a company unique. It is also called the
character of the organization. . . it embodies the vision of the company founders and the
early heroes of the business enterprises. .
At this point, anyone can question if the corporate identity is a whim of the owner,
the managers or the result of an elaborated business-thinking process. The answer is not so
simple, it could be any of those. Along with many business theories on corporate culture,
13
Karl Albrecht, "The Northbound Train", AMACOM, 1994
14
PatrickMontana, Management, Barrons Business Review, 1987
14
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the common idea is that the organization's culture should be designed to leverage the firm's
competitiveness and strategic differentiation. The business identity should continuously
reinforce that core idea that explains why we are different, why we are unique.
The issue is not only how to find out that focusing concept, from which we are
going to design the organization's culture, but which one should be in this new context. All
of the state-of-the-art literature agrees that this powerful idea should be customer value.
When the corporate identity is defined around this concept, a profound change occurs in the
company and it becomes a "customer-centric organization". As Albrecht (1994) says,
"... People in business who are trying to focus their organizations on quality are rapidly
coming to the realization that customer focus must be the keystone of any effort to improve
the organization's way of doing
things."
Today, "the focus is on the individual". (Weinstein, January 2000)
15
and there is a




Customer focus must be the core value from which the whole corporate culture is
being devised and should match the customer value drivers. These are the
"
. . . outcomes that
people seek, not for the thing or the experience they pay for.
"
(Albrecht, 1994).
Since the identity is based on these drivers, it is translated into a
"
. . . set of critical
indicators used by the customer to evaluate the quality of the outcomes
provided."
(Albrecht, 1994,). These indicators are grouped into what Albrecht called the customer
value package. This customer value package concept is highly linked to the service package
concept in order to come up with an integral concept of service value package.
15
JeffWeinstein, HotelsMagazine's Millennium report, January 2000
15
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In conclusion, the customer value drivers are interpreted by the corporate identity
building process and shaped through a comprehensive aesthetics management approach
into a service value package that will satisfy the desired and unexpected wants of the
customer.
These kinds of revolutionary companies uses all their resources, and are truly
committed, to stage a delighting experience for guests by individually customizing services
to meet their specific needs and desires. (Shanahan, January 2000)16. He defined a guest
experience as "...the overall impression guests have of a particular property or company
based on all interactions they have with its people, products and processes. . .
"
For working out the entire "guest
experience"
there are two powerful tools. One,
provided by Ian McMillan and Rita GuntherMcGrath
(1997)17
is mapping the consumption
chain for each customer segment and analyzing the what, where, who, when and how at
each link. The other is Karl Albrecht and Jan
Carlzon's18
Moments of truth model and
mapping the cycle of service by identifying every event in which a customers makes
contact with the company and makes an impression of the quality of the service.
Both approaches will be useful but any will work if there is not a leadership
philosophy of coaching and motivation. The real challenge of a customer-centric
organization is "...creating a foundation of well-trained, skilled and motivated staff who




Tom Shanahan, The Dawn of a Service Revolution, Hotels Magazine, January 2000
17
Ian C. MacMillan and Rita GuntherMcGrath, Discovering new points ofdifferentiation, Harvard Business
Review, July-August 1997
18
Karl Albrech, The Revolution of Service and Jan Carlzon Moments ofTruth.
16
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Building a customer-centric organization is much more than investing in the latest
technology, is more about having the right team in place, having it satisfy and loyal to the
strategic intent of providing a customized and memorable experience "... bv creating an





foundation of a strong and successful firms identity.
Only when this happens, we can say that the corporate identity is an effective
differentiation base being one of the most powerful weapons against commoditization.
Positioning and Brand Management
To start a relationship with your customer and being perceived as different and
unique, it is not only necessary to have a clear identity but also to be able to communicate it
effectively to the market. Here lays the concept ofBrand management.
Tom Peters (1997) said, "Standing out from the herd is the
message"
and for
accomplishing this your product or service must be
distinct.20
But he also said that in an
increasingly crowded market this distinction alone is not enough. You should build your
"distinctiveness"
and be sure that the right attributes are associated to it by the customer. In
marketing terms; positioning. By this, we mean to own a stake in the customer's mind.
Attempting to be everything to everybody is the best way to become commoditized.
Without a focus, the brand becomes blurred and therefore, undifferentiated and
interchangeably.
The IH&RA's Think-tank report on Hospitality Industry and the Digital Economy
clearly identified that as markets become
saturated and the industry matures, an effort to
attract wider audiences takes place. Managers try to expand their offering to others market
19
Isadore Sharp, HotelsMagazine, January 2000
20
Tom Peters, The Circle of Innovation, Vintage, 1997
17
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segments based on similar characteristics or benefits sought. The problem is that in order to
find this common links, the operation becomes less customized. Everyone finds something
they want or desire, but no one is delighted. A sameness wave hits the industry as all the
hotels seem to be the same and price becomes used by the customer to make his/her choice
among competitors.
"
Companies attempting to be all things to all people... rarely achieve
competitive advantage... nor do they find effective ways of influencing customer
behavior."
(Heskett, Sasser and Hart,
1990)21
There is clearly the need to focus the service operation around a core idea and to
choose what we want to be and to whom. These are common strategic marketing decisions,
such as market segmentation and positioning; to identify a specific target group and put in
place the appropriate service package. This could be easily taken as one ofPorter's generic
strategies: Focus, but it is not. Notwithstanding the strategy you follow, there is a need to
have a clear focus on the operation.
We have already stated the importance of a single business
concept strong enough
to drive all the organization towards it. Now, we need to identify how to accomplish this
from an operational standpoint. Heskett, Sasser and Hart (1990), identified three generic
strategies for focusing the service. Either by offering: 1) a wide range
of services to a
targeted group of customers, 2) a limited range
of service to a wide range of customers or
3) a limited range of services to a highly
targeted group. The idea behind is to focus the
service delivery system, either around the
customer or the service.
The service-oriented focus based its competitive advantage on standardization while
the customer-oriented focus does it on customization.
From the point of view of
differentiation, both strategies are good. But




commoditization. Standard goods or services become a commodity, Customize ones, don't.
As a result, only the customer-oriented focus will lead to an effective de-commoditization
process. As Heskett, Sasser and Hart (1990) said "... a strategy focusing on and meeting an
array of needs of one group of customers may be costly, but it often produces high margins
associated with high value for customers.
Differentiation alone is not enough for preventing commoditization. You can be
differentiated, as a standard hospitality service provider, and be a commodity. Being de-
commoditized means not only being different, but unique. The customer will be willing to
pay a premium for extra value. "In establishing a brand, hotels should consider what the





Gilbert explains that the branding dynamic is all about personality - or identity -. You
should first define your core principles that will sustain the experience the hotel is
promising to deliver and then structure the perception through marketing strategies and
product design. The brand must match the experience. Hotels are "all about the experience.
and we should be promoting and selling the image of the experience to differentiate
ourselves and establish a clear identity and
brand."
(Gilbert, 2000).
Tom Peters (1997) reinforces the idea when he says,
"
Branding means nothing
more (and nothing less!) than creating a distinct personality and telling the world about it.
"
Creating and sustaining your distinct personality is identity management, telling the world
consistently about it is Brand management.
"
You do not merely want to be considered just





Robert Gilbert, Branding; theMagic is in the Experience, HotelsMagazine, luly 2000
19
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It is an inevitable truth that the brand is the expression of the corporate identity and
any business must be prepared to deliver on its brand's premises. This calls for an
alignment between the functional aspects of the service; what we have called the service
value package, and the overall marketing strategy. Because Brand management is the
expression of the Identity management, there must be linked and managed together in order
to close the gap in the customer's perception of the overall hotel's quality.
When brand equity is not an interest for managers but short-term profits are, some





weaken brand loyalty through their own actions,
they fall prey to the retailer's desire... "(Maruca, 1999) and slowly
- but irreversibly and
steady
- will shift power to the channel of distribution, exerting a pressure to reduce rates.
"The power shift means greater opportunity for retailers to demand higher slotting fees and
gain larger of profit margins... "(Maruca, 1999). For example, this happens in the
Dominican Republic with the European Market that is controlled by a few major European
tour operators. Every season, these operators negotiate lower rates due to the volume
- or
allotment promised
- expected. Hotels, that have de-invested their marketing efforts, must
meet the terms in order to fill up their rooms.
Slowly a transferring process of marketing cost
such as brand management,
Marketing planning, facility allotment
optimization and others starts towards the tour
operator. The hotel, by downsizing itself in a short-term effort to sustain profits, lose
control over its own destiny and gives it to the intermediary who
gain bargain power. When
companies realize about this, it is too late and a vicious cycle has begun. Rates are so low
that there is not enough to invest in marketing, and because they do not invest in marketing,
rates are lower and lower.
20
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This phenomenon is observed in the case of
"commoditized"
hotel marketing. The
negotiating power is in the hands of a few global tour operators that are lowering rates year
after year. The roots of this process are simple. When the hotel's product is a commodity,





are normal goods, depending on its price to
increase sales, managers are willing to sell them at any rate when occupancy is low. As we
said before, tours operators take advantage of this and continuously exert a downward
pressure on rates. Charging less and less, the operation needs to lower its costs. First by
downsizing the structure (by eliminating marketing and sales offices at the hotel, for
example), later by lowering the quality of the service. This is accomplished by reducing
payroll, dropping purchasing standards and hiring less educated and trained people, with its
consequently impact in service quality.
On the other hand, corporate marketing offices reinforce the vicious cycle by
overbooking aggressively. While overbooking is a common practice in the industry, a
commoditized hotel relies on it for its success. The only way to maximize occupancy is to
oversell the property by large (i.e. 50% or more) and
"bump"
guest to another properties.
First choice will be always be other hotel of the company, second, to another one with
whom a preferred rate has been negotiated. This sends a powerful message to the customer;
my hotel is just the same as the next one. No
difference. Rooms are just rooms. This short-
term approach grows inside the seed of commoditization by telling the customers that the
hotel is just a shelter provider, not a unique and unforgettable experience one.
Long-term range planning is needed to manage effectively the brand and build
equity or loyalty. When a hotel starts using
price as its only differentiator, its customer base
21
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becomes evasive, looking for the best deals. The brand loses its worth and the hotelier
becomes a merely trader of rooms, not experiences.
What does a hotel manager/owner in this situation can do? Change the business
strategy and being a commodity (harvesting or milking strategy), reinvent it by investing in
repositioning and building up brand equity or simply divesting?
The answer is in the field of business strategy and must be thoroughly considered
and it set aside from the objective of this work, being an opportunity for future research.
But, in the light of identifying de-commoditization techniques, the only way out of the
commoditization trap is to build up brand equity. But, be careful! This doesn't mean to
launch an advertising campaign or a rapid cosmetic job of the facility and brand image. It
means to reposition effectively the brand and to align the corporate culture and service
package accordingly in the long run. As long as manufacturers - service providers - focus
on short term, profits will decline... guided by long term planning, manager will make
decisions that build brand loyalty and, ultimately, the power, money and ego of those
daring enough to take the long
view..."
(Kilmer, 1999). In a few words, re-define the
business concept, reinvest in brand equity and reposition it. Only effective branding
decisions lead to market differentiation and prevent commoditization.
Customer Loyalty
Loyalty simply means that the customer chooses your brand over the others repeatedly.
There is a preference expressed implying the concept of differentiation. For being chosen,
you must be acknowledged as different, with an offering strong enough to incline the
customer preference. So, there is a relationship between the concept of loyalty and the





Therefore, building customer loyalty lays at the foundation of any de-commoditization
attempt.
Customers are more aware and more knowledgeable and difficult to attract these days.
In the Age of the Information, where it seems that differentiation disappears, loyalty
disappears, distributors become more powerful, profit margins fall and customers are more
and more unsatisfied getting used to a mediocre service, satisfying customers is not enough
for building loyalty. Everybody does it! Exceeding customer expectations seems to be just
the start. Surprising the customer is the challenge. Blanchard and Bowles (1993) introduced
the concept of "Raving
Fans"
when they say that, "... A satisfied customer doesn't count
these days. You have to create raving fans to be
successful..."
Even more, "... Just having
satisfied customers isn't good enough anymore. You don't own those customers. They are
just parked on your doorstep and will be glad to move along when they find something
better..."
Bowen and Shoemaker (1998) explore this idea and found that customer satisfaction is
not enough for building customer loyalty, as they are concepts that measure different
things. While customer satisfaction measures how well we met customer's expectations,
customer loyalty measures the likelihood of a customer to return and develop ownership
feelings. "...Customer satisfaction of this kind is a requisite for loyalty, but satisfied
customers may not become loyal
customers..."
(Bowen and Shoemaker, 1998). This raises
a question: Is the effort to satisfied customers enough to differentiate us and escape from
the "commoditization trap"? The answer is, definitely, no. This could be the beginning but
we need to look for other answers.
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There is a need to re-build customer's ownership as the base of loyalty, meaning with
tms " the likelihood of a customer's returning to a hotel and that person's willingness to
behave as a partner to the organization
"
(Bowen and Shoemaker, 1998)23.
Karl Albrecht (1994), in his book "The Northbound Train", found out that customer
value is a key concept in building up loyalty. He said,
"
...the real issue is neither quality
nor service, but superior customer
value"
There is no doubt of this but the question now is,
what is customer value? This is not an easy to answer question since there are tons of
different possible definitions. The important and fundamental concept is that it is defined
by the customer, it exist only in the customer's own mind. Likely, he or she does not know
exactly what is either, but they recognize it when they get it or not, especially when they
have to decide a re-purchase decision.
This is a key issue for any business; how the customer defines value for him. In doing
so, managers must be aware ofmany pitfalls, like using intuition or the knowledge got from
many years in the market, instead ofusing effective research.
Albrecht (1999) provides a straightforward definition: "... it is the customer's
perception of specific need
fulfillment..."
From this starting point, he developed a model
that helps us to understand how to match the concept of value defined by the customer and
the firm capabilities.
"The Customer Value Model is defined as a set of critical criteria that constitute the
customer's perception of value in the entire experience of doing business with a firm".
(Albrecht, 1999). This "set of critical
criteria"
can be expressed as the idealization of the
"perfect"
product/service that the customer wants, either consciously or not. The customer
23
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compares this ideal representation of the perfect satisfier for his/her needs or wants with
what he/she perceives gets from a specific service. The perceived value will depend on the
gap between these two.
By studying this idea of perfection, a set of critical indicators for evaluating the quality
of the service outcome can be structured. The customer does and is permanently checking
the quality of what he purchases. The challenge is to identify these critical indicators
beforehand and include them in the staging of the experience by structuring the appropriate




He introduced the concept of the hierarchy of customer value. This model develops a
cumulative and progressive hierarchy of steps towards customer value. There are four
dimensions or levels; Basic, Expected, Desired and Unanticipated. Customer value is
obtained by delivering consistently the basics and expected features while customer loyalty
is obtained by satisfying the desired and unexpected ones. These two are the basis for a real
differentiation if
"
they add significant value in the eyes of your
customer"
(Albrecht,
1999). This could be obtained if we add to our service such attributes that are on the ideal
representation of the service (which include the desired and unanticipated dimensions) and
work on the brand image so to build up the right perception on the customer's mind.
The unanticipated level is the surprise factor. As Pine and Gilmore (1999) explains, "...
this doesn't mean to exceed expectations, for that would suggest an improvement along a
known axis of competition, nor does it mean uncovering new dimensions on which to
compete. . . it means staging the unexpected...
"
(Pines and Gilmore, 1999).
"Research must go beyond from "how we
did"
and even "what you
want"
to "what you
remember". (Pines and Gilmore, 1999).
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There is a need to stage or deliver memorable surprises for the customers, because this
is what counts at the time of re-purchase. The idea is to generate
"anticipation"
for the
surprise, creative suspense. "...This suspense, huilri on "how we did", "what vou
want"
and
"what vou remember", creates a sense of anticipation that encourages customers to actively
look forward to doing more business with you. . .
"
(Pines and Gilmore, 1999).
Customer loyalty will be a result of customer value and to build the concept of




offering, business must work
on the following:
1 . Increase customer satisfaction
2. Eliminate customer sacrifice (define as the difference between what the customer
exactly wants and for what he or she settles)
3 . Create Customer Surprise
4. Stage Customer Suspense
If there is a recipe for effective differentiation, this would be and any de-commoditization
process must start its application by working first on customer satisfaction delivering what






How can customer loyalty be built?
This question can be answered in two different levels, strategic and tactic. From the
strategic standpoint, we should address the problem in a holistic approach analyzing which
generic variables affect customer loyalty. From the tactic side, we have to identify which
functional areas of the hotel or service impact more in customer loyalty. For the purposes of
this study we will follow the strategic
path while the tactic one has been explored by
26
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Laurette Dube and Leo M. Renaghan (1999) in their research of
"
Guest's Perspective on
the Lodging Industry 's FunctionalBest Practices".
Bowen and Shoemaker (1998) considered loyalty as a behavioral outcome that calls
for a relationship commitment between the buyer and the seller. This relationship should be
based on trust, benefits, and perception of value and/or switching costs. In their research
they found that one of the best ways to make a customer loyal is to customize the offering.




becomes then a key point of loyalty through
differentiation, as it will affect the perception of value, benefits offered and trust as well as
increases the switching cost for the customer from one Hotel that
"knows"
him to another
that doesn't. This could be done using information from prior stays and customizing
through relationship marketing techniques.
Customization
In their attempt to create customer value, organizations need to focus their
operations on the unique demands of each customer, eliminating customer sacrifice as a
necessary step. For doing this, adjusting the offering to what the customer really wants is
the competitive imperative. Pine and Gilmore (1999) clearly explain it when they said that
providing the same impersonal, non-varying routine, by standardizing the way of servicing
the customer at the lower possible cost is the surest route to become a commodity.
"
By
focusing on costs at the expense of what clients want, these companies are commoditizing
themselves."
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999). This is true as it will increase the level of customer
sacrifice because the standardization of the offering can be achieved by focusing on the
common wants of many people. Because
customers are satisfied but not delighted nor
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surprised, a progressive erosion of customer loyalty occurs and the customer base becomes
more price-sensitive. These are just a few symptoms of the commoditization trap.
Customization, meaning, "serving the customer
uniquely"
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999)
is the first step towards creating customer's unique value by staging a positive experience.
This is achieved when the offering is specific to individual customers, particular in its
characteristics and singular in its purpose to benefit the customer, being exactly what the
customer desires, therefore, minimizing or eliminating customer sacrifice.
Standardization drives commoditization. Customization prevents it because the
service is more relevant to the wants and needs of individual buyers, differentiates the
offering, increases the value in the customer's eyes and allows a premium price to be
charged. (Pine and Gilmore, 1999).
But then, a tough question arises: what sort of customization would be worth a
premium price? More variety? This is a key point to discuss since it is often confused that
variety is the same as customization, and it is not. Variety means many choices from where
the customer can "surf and pick the one that fits better with his needs. (Customer
sacrifice!) Customization is providing
"
in response to a particular customer's
desires"
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999). Customization has in mind to eliminate customer sacrifice, not
reducing it as variety could do.
"
Focusing on customer sacrifice eliminates the waste that
occurs anytime a business perform an activity or expends a resource that some particular
customer does not want... when a new dimension of the service is added on the "average
customer", it becomes a source of additional
sacrifice."






Here is our answer! If designing for the average is the root cause of customer
sacrifice, designing for the individual is the answer for customizing in a way worth a
premium price.
But we cannot be naive. What about costs? One might think that the more the
customization, the highest its costs. Didn't you? Serving each customer uniquely must rise
up costs. Wouldn't be perfect to be able to customize individually while keeping costs
down at a reasonable level? How can we customize a service while reaching high business
volumes?
This question has been addressed long time ago by other industrial sector;
manufacturing and they have come up with a workable solution: Mass Customization. This
is
"
the ability to customize products literally in quantities as small as one, while producing




Robert D. McTeer, Jr. President and Chief Executive Officer of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Dallas, said in the 1998 Annual Report,
"
Mass production came along and made
things more affordable, but at a cost, the cost of sameness, the cost of one-size-fits-all. . .
"26
It seems to me that mass production engendered the seed of the commoditization. As mass
production enables producers to offer extra value by lowering the costs and prices, it also
increases customer sacrificed as it is focused on "average designing". "...Customers
sacrificed the luxury of personal attention for
affordability..."
(Cox and Aim, 1998)27. This
is easily found in the hospitality industry with the development of concepts such as budget
25
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hotel, suite hotels and condo's, to cite a few. All of them developed with the idea ofmass
production - cookie cut approach - at the lowest possible cost.
But the competitive environment has changed and it calls now for a new paradigm.
Customers are wealthier now and they don't want to sacrifice anymore. As competition
tightens up, firms started to look for ways to get a competitive edge. Variety was one of the
first answers but it didn't work, although it reduced customer sacrifice but piled up unsold
inventories that had to be sold at the lowest price. (Commodity alike?) Surprisingly, the
same happens in the hotel business. As the hospitality service is designed for the "average
traveler", focusing on cost control and volume maximization, unsold rooms are distributed
through demand consolidators or last minute on line travel agents, reinforcing the price as
the order winner.
With the development of information technologies and the advent of the
Information Age, it was possible to integrate the production efficiencies ofmass production
with the individuality of the craft era. (Cox and Aim,
2001).28
This opens up a bright future, not only for manufacturing but for service as well.
Mass customization concepts can be successfully applied to the hospitality industry reaping
all the benefits derived from such approach, like premium prices, reduced price-discount
dependability, greater revenue per customer, higher number of customers and increased
customer retention. (Pine and Gilmore, 1999).
Services, by nature, have more opportunities for customizing since customer
conducts their transactions directly with the service provider in the service encounter
bringing up an opportunity for long term
relationships. "...Because services are created as








So, if it seems to be so natural, why have services lost their customization ability
and become commoditized? The Service industry has learned fast all the advantages of a
mass production approach and in the benefit of production efficiencies, manager have
forgot that the product is the customer
itself30
and not a separate party of the game. They
have forgot that as important as investing in solid "assets", it is the development of a
learning relationship with the customer.
You can be asking yourself, can all the services be mass customized? Is this the way
to go? What about me! First, we have to analyze what happens when a service is
customized and second to consider the problem by the degree of divergence, service
classification and customization approach required.
Outcomes of Service customization
Every time that an economic offering becomes more relevant to the needs of the
customer, it increases its value, becomes differentiated and allows charging a premium
price. When a good is customized and transformed into a service, it becomes a set of




It is interesting here to stop a little in one of the core concepts of customization:
known clients. Companies must know their clients, develop a long-term relationship and
learn from them how to reduce its sacrifice. This is the true spirit of customization. The
problem of the commoditization of services arises when we stop to learn from the clients
2828
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providing exactly what they want and replace it with the ideal of the "average customer".
With the aim to broaden the business base, an unstoppable trend towards sameness starts.
When a service is customized for a particular individual (Pine and Gilmore, 1999),
automatically shift up the progression of economic value and becomes an Experience.
"...An experience is a set of memorable events that a company stages
-
as in a theatrical
play
- to engage him in a personal
way..."
"... Service will not be a set of intangible
activities carried on his behalf, instead, customers will be paying for enjoying a series of
memorable events. . . and they will pay more for this! (Pine and Gilmore, 1999).
But staging and experience is not entertaining the guest. Is much more that that. It





individualized way". Nowadays, companies must
work out creative ways to build up this connection with the customer and forget the concept
of average customer. "Consumers today crave experiences, and the surest route to give
them that sensation is through
individualization."
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999).
Companies are using experiences as a way of differentiating its goods or services.
Services can do it by enhancing the environment in which clients purchase/receive the
service, working out the appropriate service
encounter and figuring out how to engage
clients to turn the service into a memorable event.
As Pine and Gilmore (1999) explains, the way to think or start thinking the way out
of the commoditization trap is by asking ourselves how we can improve the experience of
"using"
the service. Find out how to
"ing"
your service! The first step towards this could be
to "... add elements that enhance the customer's sensory
interaction..."
(Pine and Gilmore,
1999). A new world opens up here: Aesthetics
Management. Since the more effectively the
1




senses are engaged, the more memorable the experience will be. Start asking to yourself;
How would I like my clients describe the experience I'm providing? Explore what kind of
experience you could offer, design it with the idea in mind of engaging the customer at the
utmost, involve all the senses and establish such a connection with the client that they will
pay just for enjoy it, paying not only for the service you provide but for the impression and
feelings and transformation they are living. This is a strong way to differentiate you from
all the others. You will not be selling goods or services anymore; you will be in an entirely
new business, the experience staging business. Break up the commodity mind-set that you
are a provider of
"rooms"
- in the case of the hospitality business - performing functions at
the lowest cost. Envisioned yourself as a unique hospitality stager and compete on the basis
of providing experiences. Only by this change of business paradigm, services will be able
to differentiate themselves and be more valuable.
"
Staging experiences forestalls the
commoditization that is rapidly driving down the differentiation, relevancy, and price of so
many goods and
services."
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999). The results; "...offerings more
relevant to the wants and needs of individual buyers, differentiate their goods and services
from the sea of look-alike competitors and thereby increase the value provided and thus the
price charged to users and clients...
"
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999).
Returning to the original question if services can be mass customized, the answer is
clearer now. Yes, they can. Using relationship marketing tools as well as information
technology, mass customization is affordable and feasible.
"
. . . Mass customization







The following aspects of services should also be taken into consideration for analyzing its
customization:
1 . The degree of divergence of the service
2. Service classification
3 . The customization approach
Degree ofDivergence
Fitzsimons and Fitzsimmons (1998) presented Wemmerlov's Taxonomy of Services
based on the degree of divergence of services. A low divergence service is a standardized
one while a high divergence service is a customize one, both extremes with different
characteristics as follows,








Information exchange with the customer
High levels of technical and analytical skills
Un-programmed service
The choice of offering a standardized or customized service will have an impact on
the design of the service delivery system and requires different approaches. While a
production-line approach is more suitable for a standardized service (commoditized
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developed a Service Process matrix using two
dimensions, the degree of labor intensity and the degree of customer interaction and
customization defined as
"
...the ability of the customer to affect personally the nature of
the service being delivered. .."(Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons, 1998). This matrix allows a
classification of the services in four categories: Service Factory, Service Shop, Mass
Service and Professional Service. While this classification might seems inflexible and
outdated, it is helpful to understand the nature of the service and the extent to which
customization can be applied. It is inflexible because it categorizes the service process
either in one or other quadrant, while some of them can move from one side to the other,
particularly on the vertical axis; the degree of customization. For example, Schools are
classified as Mass Service while now, with the development of on-line courses and entire
programs, they can be considered as a Service Shop. The case of hotels is other example
since it can be considered as a Service Factory or a Service Shop. Either case, the matrix is
useful because it gives us light on the issue of the design of the service process and the
















Low Service Factory Service Shop
Airlines Hospitals
Trucking Auto Repair
Hotels Other repair services
Resorts and recreation




Retail aspects of Architects
commercial banking
Customization Approach
Pine and Gilmore (1999) explained that as customization intends to eliminate
customer sacrifice, the customization approach has to address the way to do so. The
problem is that there are four different types of customer sacrifices, each of one depending
on the type of experience with the offering. Therefore, there is not a single one method to
customize; at least, there are four. For customizing, the companies can change or not the
actual product; the dimensions of the service or the representation of it; its description,
packaging, marketing, etc. This brings out four different approaches to customization:
transparent, collaborative, adaptive and cosmetic, each of one providing the basis for a
different type of experience.















What you should do?
As customizers stage a unique and different experience for customers, the
customization approach has to be chosen depending the type of experience and the sacrifice
to be addressed. "... Service providers must discern the uniqueness of their offerings,
ascertain the sacrifices their customers currently experience, and then identify which form
of customization will yield the best
results..."
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999). The ultimate
benefit for the company;
"
Established firms using personalized service create a loyal





As much as we study the concept of customization and the transformation of a
commoditized service provider into a premium one, another ideas came to mind. Concepts
such as relationship marketing and its impact in customer loyalty, HR management and its
loyalty, status as a differentiation and price effects and the redefinition of the concept of
service quality are just a few.
The commoditization trend makes us to re-think the definition of quality from the
standpoint of the customer and challenge the traditional ones. Quality has been a pervasive
concept and there is not a single one definition that applies to everybody, even though the
customer knows when he receives it or not.
From "conformance to to "wowing the customer", any company
attempting to escape the
commoditization trap must go beyond a passive attitude towards
quality. As the customer upon his expectations and actual experience assesses it, the higher
risk of commoditization is when a perfect match between those occurs. Passive approaches




The management of quality will be effective towards commoditization if the firm is
able to re-define its mission and come up with a shared vision about what quality means.
Michael Lanning
(1998)34
introduces the concept of delivering a profitable value
proposition in his book PDV and probably this is the way to follow. Instead of relying in a
inner-driven force for improving the service, we have start looking what we do from the
view of the customer, becoming the customer.
Instead of this, many hospitality firms are still investing huge efforts - and money -
to develop operational manuals from "industry
standards"
-
conformance to requirements !-
of how things should be done. By doing this, they are seeding commoditization in their
properties.
Service standards are just mirrors of guest expectations and the workforce should be
empowered enough to adjust them whenever it is required to increase customer satisfaction,
reduce customer sacrifice or augment customer surprise. As Fitzsimons and Fitzsimons
(1998) said "... the ability to customize service requires more highly skilled service
providers who have the discretion to personalize the service to
needs..."
It is
not surprising that in a commoditized hotel, high turnover rates of employees are observed
as well as low morale and motivation. Management should consider their employees as a
key element in pursuing customer loyalty and therefore preventing the erode of the service.
In mature tourism markets, the industry usually face strong competition and price
becomes
"the"
weapon to use. Without previous notice, a reinforcing loop explodes. To
reduce cost, the organization must be downsized, service standards are lowered and this
impact negatively on rates. Then, mass marketing becomes a necessity for survival, as
34
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occupancy has to be maximized so a downward pressure is exerted over rates, and the
process goes on in an accelerated mood.
Relationship marketing could help here as a way to reduce price-sensitivity and
becoming less commoditized. "... Relationship marketing means developing customers as
partners... and its benefits come from the continuing patronage of loyal customers who
display decreased price sensitivity over
time..."
(Bowen and Shoemaker, 1998). This is the
base of any customization attempt, as it will provide the necessary knowledge from the
customer. This is a strong concept that requires a loyal workforce, committed to the vision
of the company and the definition ofwhat is the best service.
Playing with the price factor is a dangerous game in services. As price is not only a
"transactional"
element but also a
"experiential"
one, every time a company changes its
policy, affects the perception of the service as a whole.
Price can be a powerful differentiating point if it is used accordingly with the
overall marketing strategy. As price anticipates the level ofguest's expectation, becomes a
key player in the quality game.
This scenario is more critical when a hotel is seeking a status position in the market
(Boutique hotels, for example.) When status is the differentiation factor, price becomes a
strategic issue in the business strategy.
While status is often related with luxury, social desirability and scarcity, "... atop
level hotel will not greatly increase popularity or profitability by lowering its rates, and it
risks damaging its upscale image if it offers discounts. . .
"
(Managing Status in the
Hospitality Industry, CQ,
1999)35
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In this cases, the relationship price/quantity is modified and lowering the price
lowers the demand. This is known as the Veblen Effect when high price can actually
increase demand. "... Paving a lot ofmoney for an item feels good and it impress others,
especially when it exceeds rational budget
limitations."
(Managing Status in the Hospitality
Industry, CQ, 1999).
Mass marketing does not combine well with status-seeking hotels so, ifyou are not
one, price discount could be a powerful marketing tool. But the cost is extremely high; it is
the cost of a higher risk of commoditization.
Commoditization as a business strategy
Being a commodity is not always the result of the eroding of the business or the
outcome of strategic mistakes. It as a genuine competitive decision to decide if your
offering will be a commodity or a premium one. Following Albrecht's business logic
model, it is necessary that certain logic must exist in your business strategy. Upon you have
decided which is going to be your overall business strategy, then the customer, product,
economic and structural logic will follow accordingly. The following table explains the
difference.
Table 4, Business logic
Model- adaptation -
mWR
Customer logic Wide customer range Targeted customer range
Wide product range Focused
Product logic Useful product/sendee you can buy Lifestyle and self-identification
from many suppliers
Economic logic Price and cost dominance Market share growth and selected
locations
Structural logic Selling focus Customization focus
The problem lays when you pursue premium business logic and for example, your
economic logic is price discount strategy or mass distribution or undifferentiated service.
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So, the next step to go is how we can find out what we are. Are we a commodity
playing the game of a status hotel? Am I a status hotel playing upon the rules of a
commodity one? This is the goal of next chapter. Chapter three deals with how to measure
or diagnose the level of commoditization within our properties and be able to reshape our
strategy if it is deem to.
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Chapter three Developing the Transformational Tool
After reviewing the literature in existence, a collection of tools to prevent or fight
commoditization has been identified. So far, one conclusion arises: there is not such a de-
commoditization process. Rather than a step-by-step guide as a journey away from
commoditization, an array of techniques and concepts that have been around from a while
are out there to work out the way towards a better economic offering within the hospitality
industry. Different companies have used some of them but with different purposes than to
build up uniqueness.
Consequently, instead of coming up with a de-commoditization process in which
every step towards preventing commoditization was outlined, we prefer to work with the
concept of commoditization fighters. Any company could use them, either to change its
trend towards sameness or preventing it.
Therefore, there is not a step-by-step guide of "de-commoditized it yourself
process. We intend to develop a box or resources, tools, against the problem.
Every tool can be used everyday but the "corporate craftsman". There is not an
order to use them. Every case is unique and should be addressed as such, therefore, there is
not
"a"
tool that is the solution, and any of them could be used. Like any toolkit, it must be
at hand to be useful and some basic knowledge of how to use them is needed. The
efficiency of them does not depend on the tools by itself, but on the on the person that uses
them. He will use his skills and knowledge to choose the right one and use it well. The best
tool, used in a wrong way, will produce unsatisfactory results.
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Of course, the use of a tool does not constraint the use of the others. On the
contrary, the continuous use of them will master the skills of the user and keep the offering
of the company at a superior level.
At this point, the next step of this study is the developing of a list of all the tools





should be assessed and compared.
The model to apply is based on the Experience Economy Theory presented by Pine




They explained that the economic offering evolves from a commodity to a truly
transformation concept in the search of a competitive advantage that could forestall
undifferentiation and commoditization.
36
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While adding services to goods makes them more competitive, becoming an
experience stager provides the basis for de-commoditizing. The whole idea is that this is
not the end of the road as some experiences are now being commoditized. Guiding
transformations for customers provides an effective tool to fight this.
Here, we can raise the question of in what echelon of the pyramid is the hospitality
industry and how we can assess the level of progression in the pyramid. The point here is to
develop a series of independent indicators that will throw evidence of that. By relating
these indicators to each different economic offering, the goal will be attained.
Then, a second issue arises. Can we assess this using the industry as a whole or
should be done on individual basis, case by case?
Both approaches are viable. For our purposes, we applied the second one, as we
believe it will provide a more useful information for a hospitality manager as it will provide
an insight on which stage of commoditization his or her company is. The ultimate benefit of
this will be the improvement in the ability to shape the correct strategy and consolidate a
strong competitive position.
Developing an assessment tool upon the framework of the Experience Economy
theory calls for understanding that there is not a single way to battle commoditization. As
we found in the literature review, there are many. These can be grouped in areas of analysis
and can reveal the level of competitiveness of a company related to the degree of
commoditization. Companies can use any of them, depending on their own uniqueness and
situation. We considered that the danger of the commoditization trap would be lower in
those cases where all the tools are in use, or at least, a considerable proportion of them.





Level of consistency of the claimed product and experience and knowledge
Evidence of the existence of a focusing concept
Degree of alignment between the service package and the marketing strategy
Differentiation base: tangibles vs. intangibles
Positioning Strategy: wide vs. focused
Pre-Marketing Activities:
Evidence ofManagement of customer anticipation
Pre-marketing assessment of customer needs
Experience promised: tangible factors vs. emotional appeal
Marketing Strategy
Negotiating power of distribution channel
Extent of the use of overbooking policies
Evidence of a negative trend in rates
Evidence of consistency in communication strategy
Evidence of exclusivity
Web page: informational vs. experiential
Customer loyalty management
Evidence ofmemorable events staged
Evidence of the use ofRelationship marketing tools
Evidence ofMemorable events for returning customers
Evidence of learning relationship management
Evidence of repeating guests
Level of surprise factor
Evidence of existing Customer management systems
Evidence of level of customer value
Basic, expected, desired, unanticipated
Service Delivery System: Service oriented vs. customer oriented
Evidence of employee empowerment
Experience Design
Level of customization
Evidence ofuse of IT in customizing the offer
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Level of customer sacrifice
Type of customer connection
Emotional, physical, intellectual, spiritual
Type of experience:
Entertaining, Escapist, Educational, Esthetic
Aesthetic Management
Theme
Evidence of positive cues
Level of Sensory Interaction
Props and memorabilia use















Using these tools, an overall assessment tool was developed to compare its results with the
economic pyramid and try to reveal in which stage a company is.
This assessment tool consists of a checklist that can be used by any external or
internal evaluator. Advantages of it are that is clear, has a good representation of the tools
identified as commodity-fighters and has a grading point system built in that allows to
determine quite objectively in which echelon the company
is. As a second result, it makes
easier to compare different properties from the commoditization level standpoint.
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Disadvantages are mostly related to the concepts itself as they required a certain
knowledge of the theory behind for an effective implementation and thus, limiting its use.
The level of subjectivity is considerably, so different evaluators can come up with different
results on the same property.
Most important of all, this tool can be applied by the own company, in a truly effort
to evaluate itself. This will probably provide a most accurate evaluation since some
information could be not easily accessible by an external analyst and then will produce
useful information to reshape the business strategy.
Even though it has been designed to be as user-friendlier as it could be, the
"user"
must be knowledgeable of the concepts implied and the theory's framework.
As each concept requires a personal evaluation, the analyst opinion has a
considerable impact on the results. It is a subjective tool and its purpose is to be an overall
indicator of the level of progression in the economy pyramid, not to identify flaws in the
operation.
A group evaluation can be conducted and individual opinions can be aggregated
through discussion. This will make the conclusions more accurate and objective as
individual biases can be compensated.
Every item considered in the checklist was introduced in the literature review and
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As it was introduced before, the de-commoditization assessment tool requires a
certain level of knowledge of concept and terms. In order to reduced the spread of
interpretations on these terms, there are briefly explained in this section.
Pre-marketing activities
Management of customer anticipation: degree of sustainable evidence that the
company is encouraging customers to actively look forward to do business, before
actually experiencing, either for the first time or not.
Assessment of customer needs: different kinds of tools used to collect information
about the customer in order to be able to customize the offering and diagnose what
exactly he needs.
Identity Management
Level of brand recognition: strength of the name, well known. Note: this must be
assessed in relation to the specific market the company is targeting. Some
companies could have a strong name in its segment but not in the market as a
whole.
Level of consistency of the claimed product and experience and
knowledge: degree of alignment between what the company's promise, the actual
experience and the knowledge the customers have before experiencing
it.
Focusing concept: degree of the existence of a clear and understandable business
idea.
Alignment between the service package and the marketing strategy: degree of
coherence between the elements of the service package; implicit and explicit
services, facilitating goods and infrastructure with the overall marketing strategy.
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Differentiation base: elements used to differentiate the company from the
competitor. These can be tangibles such as price, location, availability and physical
features or intangibles such as the experiences promised or a demonstrated outcome.
Positioning strategy: is the company targeting many different segments or just a
few?
Experience promised: is it focused on tangible factors such as best location in town





love is all what you need"?
Marketing strategy
Negotiating power of the distribution channel: degree in which the rules - such as
price, allotments, payment terms
- are set up by the intermediaries or the service
supplier.
Extend of the use ofoverbookingpolicies: is the property conservative or aggressive
about overbooking practices?
Negative trend in rates: declining of average room rate in time.
Consistency in the communication strategy: degree in which all the elements used to
support messages from the company to the customer are developed accordingly and
coherently.
Evidence of exclusivity: degree in which the offering
is addressed to a specific
group,
Web page design: ranging from mere information to a truly experience in itself.









Relationship marketing tools: any kind ofmarketing activities that takes place after
the point of sale.




learning relationship management: activities and existing
policies that build up a long term relationship with the customer with the intent of
providing a more customized experience each time.
Evidence of repeating guests: degree from which revenues are generated by
repeaters.
Customer management systems: overall sense that the company is using any kind of
systems in place to manage effectively the relationships with its customers (follow
up, evaluations, assess of level of satisfaction.)
Customer value: degree in which the customer gets the minimum, expected, desired
of really unanticipated while experiencing the service.
Service delivery system: degree in which the employees works towards the service
itself or the satisfaction of the customer.
Employee empowerment: degree in which the employees are able to solve any
customer requirement immediately.
Experience design
Level of customization: degree
in which the offering is adjusted/designed
specifically for the
requirements/desires of the guest.
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Evidence of the use ofInformational Technologies to customize the offer: degree in
which the customization process is being automated
Level of customer sacrifice: difference between what the customer wants and settles
for.
Type of customer connection: nature of the relationship established between the
customer and the service provider: emotional, physical, intellectual, spiritual or all.
Type of experience: nature of the realm used to set up an experience; entertaining,
escapist, educational, esthetic or all.
Aesthetic Management
Theme: degree of an enticing and compelling service concept.
Positive cues: anything that reinforces the service theme.
Level of sensory interaction: intensity in which the customers engages itself with
the service through his senses.
Props andmemorabilia used: anything used to support a particular impression.
Negative cues: anything that distracts attention from the theme and diminishes it.
Corporate culture
Employees and managers 's attitude; degree in which the performance of the
employees is oriented towards the products, service, experience or the individual
customer.




Evidence of a business logic model
Using Albrecht's model, any business has to have a certain logic within it. This can
be separated in its components: customer, product, economic and structural logic. For a
explanation of this in detail, please, refer to chapter two.
Charge for:
Pine and Gilmore 's theory of the Experience Economy stated that a company is
what it charges for. The generic concepts for what a company could charge are then
identified as tangibles, activities executed, time customers spent and demonstrated
outcome.
Weighted Grading System
Using a Likert and Semantic scale, each item is graded in a scale from 1 to 5. The






is used as an objective
comparison base against intervals defined from each one of the Economic Pyramid's
echelons.
These intervals do not represent mathematical equally segments. They are weighted
towards the structure of the items evaluated, as they do not represent in an equal proportion
each of the echelons of the pyramid. This is it because companies can have an excellent
grade in some tools while failing in those that critically define the upper level. Without
taking this into consideration, the sum of the points could hide this situation and result in an
incorrect classification of the competitive situation of the subject.
Intervals were then defined by calculating iteratively the minimum points required
for each echelon, identifying which items were critical for each level. If a company fails to
have a good evaluation on those, then it can't be in the upper level, even though all the
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others measurements were optimal. The methodology consists of calculating the possible
maximum points and then grade those critical items for each echelon with the lesser
evaluation. This allowed to define the intervals as follows:
Table 5 Commoditization level scale
TRANSFORMATION GUIDER 1 93-21 5
EXPERIENCE STAGER 115-192
SERVICE PROVIDER 76-1 1 4
GOODS SELLER 70-75
COMMODITY 0-70
The final result is the assessment of the competitive position of the property
regarding its economic offering as a commodity, goods seller, service provider, experience
stager or guiding transformations.
Validating the tool
A research was conducted over twelve properties in different locations, from the
Caribbean to Rochester, N.Y. Hotels studied were selected based on evidence of their stage,
except one that was considered "best case in the Caribbean
region"
and used as benchmark.
The research was done on individual properties over the last four months. The level
of progression in the Economy Pyramid was evaluated by implementing the Assessment
tool.
Methodology included site visits, marketing bibliography and web pages review,
and analysis of public available information. In some cases, an informal interview with
managers was conducted. These provided enough evidence to assess their position in the
pyramid, from commodity to transformational companies,
as it is shown in the findings.
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Chapter four Findings and Conclusions
Findings
The pre-testing of the Transformational tool revealed consistent results with the
evidence of each property. None of the hotels was found to be guiding transformations
(upper echelon of the pyramid). Four (33%) were considered to be staging experiences but
in different ranges as the lowest got 110 points (close to the lower limit) and the upper one
got 172 (Best case). Only two (17%) were considered to provide services - interesting, as it

















In more detail, individual results for each property are display in Table 7.
Table 7 Research results
Sandals Antigua Antigua
Point Reyes Lodge S. Fco.
Casa de Campo Dom. Rep.
Pommarine Hotel Barbados
Club Dominicus Dom. Rep.
Hyatt Rochester Roc, N.Y.
Radisson Airport Rochester Roc, N.Y.
Coral Costa Canoa Dom. Rep.
Nassau Beach Hotel Bahamas
Mac Bavaro Grand Hotel Dom. Rep.
Hispaniola Hotel Dom. Rep.



















Low risk of commoditization
Low risk of commoditization
















We should point out that there is a differentiation between the lower classifications
as "goods
seller"
or commodity". The difference is based on brand recognition as drivers of




From the study and research methodology applied, a transformational
evaluation
system was developed.
This clearly identifies the stage in which a hotel is in relation to its transition to a
transformational status. The Transformational tool is a package of different instruments that
enables a company to strength its competitive position in regard the process of becoming a
premium economic offering.
Through this research, the causes of commoditization have been identified. There
are explained all throughout the study and presented as a summary as follows:
a. Lack of a focusing concept
b. Lack of identity
c. Attempting to be all things to all people
d. Impoverished customer value package
e. Standardized offering at the lowest possible cost; designing for the average
f Weakened brand loyalty
g. Impoverished human resources management, low morale, and no
commitment.
h. Impoverished working environment
i. Transfer ofmarketing activities to the channel of
distribution





The following are a summary of the main lessons learned through the study.
1 . There is not a de-commoditization process, but there are many different ways to
de-
commoditize. When a service becomes a commodity it can be turn-arounded by
crafting the competitive strategy that best suits the business situation.
2. Even though the variety of de-commoditization fighters that exists, customization is
one of the strongest.
3 . Being a commodity is not bad in itself. Being commoditized when the strategy does
not intend to, it is.
4. Being differentiated is not enough for escaping the commoditization trap. It is
necessary to embrace the concepts of delivering a valuable experience and
understand that the competitiveness of the market will drive the forces towards the
development of a long term learning relationship with the customer.
5. The highest risk of commoditization occurs with good operators, performing at
guest's expectations level with no surprises for them. This means good satisfaction,
but any memorable event to impact the customer mind and create any
distinctiveness.
6. It is the experience of the customer that must be differentiated, not the property. As
far as the industry continues to design it's offering based on the "average traveler",
the service value package will be poor and commoditization will take place.
7. The foundation of a truly effective differentiation is not in tangible factors; it is
more in the emotions that the hotel operator is able to elicit from the customer.
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8. Loyalty is cultivated through a long term learning relationship with the customer.
Customer intimacy should be the goal of any de-commoditization attempt.
9. Human Resources and Marketing policies must be redefined under these new
paradigms of customer intimacy.
10. Effective service managers are needed to lead its teams towards delivering a
valuable and memorable experience.
In this journey to answer the question of how to transform a commoditized hotel
into a premium one, I came across with different and innovative concepts. From upscale
globe-branded hotels chains to small boutique ones, the concepts apply to everyone. The
work to be done will affect the whole organization, starting with its culture by developing a
compelling shared vision, a consistent brand/identity/aesthetics management, nurturing a
customer-raving-fans-service people. All what is necessary to stage compelling and
memorable customer experiences.
The character of a transformational hotel will emerge when all this elements
together come in place in a smooth way.
Escaping the commoditization trap is not easy. The research done shows it. Being
one of the most beautiful elements of the service industry, born from the needs of the tired
traveler looking for a home to stay for a night, a hot meal and a friend to talk to, we have
become an aseptic industry, excellent but cold, professional but predictable. It's time to find
our path again and regain the flavor of the industry. The transformational tools found in this
research will help us to achieve this.
Recommendations for future research
After going through this
research process, more questions than the initially stated




One of the most immediate is the re-validation of the Transformational tool though
a bigger sample and the application of it as a self-assessment tool by the hotel is also
needed.
Other questions to research in the future are, for example, the reasons for a hotel to
apply a de-commoditization strategy and if it is possible to make profits in the long run as a
commoditized service. Also, how to identify the early symptoms of commoditization is
necessary, the associated costs of commoditization and the impact in the long range of the
overuse of aggressive overbooking policies.
From a macro standpoint, the study of the factors that have delayed the occurrence
of this process in other countries of the world will be valuable to those countries trying to
prevent it. The effects on local economies and on the economic multiplier must be studied
in order to provide relevant information for sustainable tourism development policies
makers.
Finally, the applicability of the Transformational tool to other service industries will
be ofgreat value bringing a tool useful for the service industry as a whole.
Recommendations for Universities
As the problem of commoditization continues to grow, in the Caribbean and
Developed countries, Universities can perform an important role by creating awareness
about this illustrating how to prevent it. This can easily be done, for example, by organizing
regional seminars for Executive leaders under the format of a Think tank session on
Hospitality Strategy where the effects of the increasing negotiating power of the Tour
operators the operational and Human Resources requirements to face the commoditization
trend can be analyzed and discussed among executives.
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The results of these
"brainstorming"
sessions with hotel executives can be easily
published and distributed, multiplying its impact throughout the industry. By showing the
effects of current hotels marketing decisions, they can be projected into the future and paint
a picture of the future if nothing is done to stop commoditization.
Underdeveloped countries, depending on Tourism for its wealth, will be specially
sensitive to this problem and are good targets for sponsoring the sessions.
Recommendations forHotel Managers
Hotel managers can benefit from the Transformational tool as it clearly identifies
which is the status of transformation of the organization and provides the elements to re
evaluate the overall corporate strategy, regarding investment or de-investment decisions. It
also provides different actions that can be easily implemented to prevent commoditization.
But as with many other evaluation tools, the process of going through such an
evaluation will be probably more useful than the result by itself, and will open up new
horizons for breakthroughs in the company.
Being a commodity is not necessarily bad but the problem is when the strategy does
not fit the status of that economic offering. For this purpose the concept of "business
logic"
was included in the assessment tool. If the competitive strategy of the company is to be a
commodity, and the transformational tool reveals that, then there is no problem and the
challenge will be to manage effectively the commoditization system.
The problem is when the result of the tool is inconsistent with the overall strategy
and there is a desire to turnaround the situation. Then, this could be a starting point to
reevaluate what to do and what owners/managers want for the company.
One critical position is if the business is performing as expected (remember the
Commoditization Matrix, Figure 1) and it is categorized as a Service provider. Here is
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where the risk of falling into the commoditization trap is extremely high and hotel strategist
must be careful if they don't want to become commoditized.
For the experience stager companies, commoditization is not a critical danger but
the risk, even small, is still there. What are they missing is the whole concept of the
meaning of guiding transformations and must develop systems to diagnose aspirations of
guests, stage the right experiences that will make the change to happen and follow through
the outcome.
If they want to be into the transformation business, they "must determine exactly the
right set of life-transforming experiences required to guide aspirants - guests- in achieving




As transformation elicitors shows real commitment to the well being of their
customers and guide them to achieve their goals, they must developed a responsive and
analytical work force and stage the experiences that transforms guest into new beings
through the establishment of a long term learning relationship.
The transformational tool will not tell managers if they are doing wrong or not, it
simply helps to identify where they are. Where they want to go, will be up to them.
Recommendations for starters
The following ideas do not intend to be a follow-through recipe but can help to
devise where to start.
1 . Take a time to revise your actual culture and modified if necessary. Find out a
focusing concept that will drive the energy of the whole organization.




3. Develop long term learning relationship with your customers. Build up customer
loyalty by developing customer intimacy.
4. Analyze your aesthetics and manage it effectively. There are crucial for translating
the value drivers into a value service package as guests interact with the hotel
through their senses and build an overall impression of the service provider.
5. Map the guest experience, become the customer.
6. Build up brand equity by building customer loyalty
7. Develop ownership feelings; build up connectivity means with your customer.
8. Customize the offering and eliminate customer sacrifice.
9. Think into the future: develop mass customization capabilities within your service
organization.
Finale
The management of a commoditization turnaround will be effective only if the firm
is able to re-define its mission as a mean to bring a transformation to the customer, if it is
able to deliver a demonstrated outcome and develop a long-life learning relationship, based
on the concept that customer is not who buys once, but who stays forever.
B. Joseph Pine II, James H. Gilmore, The Experience Economy, page 176, Library ofCongress, 1999
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